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 Patriotic Pakistani Journalists Win the Media Hybrid War 
said Shazada Hayat President UICF (UK)

London , 10.09.2021, 15:36 Time

USPA NEWS - The foreign intelligence agency services have declared full scale hybrid fifth generation war, which they have
intensified in recent years on Pakistan. The enemy of Pakistan has unleashed indiscriminate negative fake news and false
propaganda nationally and internationally against Pakistan. The patriotic Pakistani journalists have managed to defend and defeat the
enemies of Pakistan. I am proud to have played my part also in defending Pakistan and the nation’s armed forces from the hybrid fifth
generation warfare.

The enemies of Pakistan need to ascertain a true fact which is that a patriotic Pakistani, regardless of any political and personal
differences between them will unite as one force to protect Pakistan in the hour of need, said Shazada Hayat President UICF (UK) and
international community welfare campaigner.
The Pakistani nation and the overseas Pakistani community with honour, pride and patriotism especially on the National Defence Day
of Pakistan salute every member of the Pakistan armed forces, the true heroes and great sons of the soil.  

The nation also remembers with pride and honour those who have sacrificed their lives in defence and creation of Pakistan. The recent
war that has been declared on Pakistan known as the hybrid and fifth generation war has been carefully orchestrated and
masterminded by India’s intelligence agency RAW, and the Israeli intelligence agency MOSSAD who are being helped and supported
by some of the world’s most powerful secret service agencies, to attack and declare a full-scale hybrid war on Pakistan. The to
achieve this objective the enemies of Pakistan are recruiting from within Pakistan and outside of Pakistan, people with huge financial
incentives and the offer of support to achieve political and financial high-powered positions to weaken and attack Pakistan from within
as well as internationally.

Hundreds of thousands of fake social media accounts have been created by the enemies of Pakistan, then used to create fictitious
narratives by firing fake and misleading news, information and propaganda to create confusion and disunity amongst the Pakistani
public nationally and internationally, to create anarchy and to lead to civil war. This hybrid war is just as dangerous as the conventional
warfare involving the armed forces. In fact, the fifth-generation hybrid war is more destructive as the enemy of Pakistan wish and plan
to engage Pakistanis fighting Pakistanis.
The aim of the foreign intelligence services of the enemies of Pakistan has been to infiltrate Pakistan’s infrastructure and also to
infiltrate the Pakistan’s various government departments and entice Pakistan media houses with huge sums of money and also seek
help and support with incentives from the rogue elements and the dark forces in Pakistan and outside to undermine and damage
Pakistan nationally and internationally. The objective of the enemy of Pakistan was to completely destabilise Pakistan from within by
trying to destroy the two main iconic assets of the nation; 

one the Pakistan defence nuclear capability and the second to derail and destroy the China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC).
Shazada Hayat went on to say, The patriotic journalists of Pakistan have challenged on every front and at every opportunity the
powerful mighty foreign intelligence service media cells and have managed to defeat them. This has shocked and amazed the
enemies of Pakistan as to how the Pakistani patriotic journalists have managed to defeat them at every opportunity and succeeded in
defending Pakistan from an all-out hybrid fifth generation war. The huge amount of credit goes to Pakistan Inter-Service Intelligence
Service (ISI) under the command of the worlds outstanding spymaster DG ISI General Faiz Hameed who has taken on the combined
various enemies of Pakistan’s spy agencies and managed to defeat their covert and overt operations against Pakistan.

The support received from the Pakistan patriotic journalists has been monumental just as the patriotic soldiers who go all out to
defend their motherland Pakistan, come what may. The patriotic Pakistani journalists just as the Pakistan armed forces have fought
and defended Pakistan from the fifth-generation hybrid war nationally and internationally by alerting the nation and the overseas
Pakistani community of the false narratives of fake news and false propaganda against Pakistan.
Amongst the many patriotic journalists who have done the nation proud and the nation owes a great sense of gratitude are presenter



and broadcaster Imran Raiz Khan, Sabir Shakir, Sabee Kazami, Waqar Malik, Jawad Khan, Najam Ull-Hassan Bajwa and the
presenter of Haqeeqat TV. These outstanding patriotic national heroes despite being faced with huge threats and dangers to their lives
rose like the true lions in defence of their motherland Pakistan, to counter the enemies of Pakistan and defeated the enemy. The
enemies of Pakistan with their mighty spy intelligence agencies have been perplexed at the defeat at the hands of a few patriotic
Pakistani journalists.

Pakistan’s Prime Minister Imran Khan and the President of Pakistan Dr. Arif Alvi are urged by the patriotic Pakistani nation and the
patriotic overseas Pakistani community to bestow not a civilian award but for the first time in history of Pakistan, to award one of the
highest military medal awards on these nation’s great heroes. These national heroes, whose outstanding achievement and service to
Pakistan in the hour of need with utmost pride, patriotism and distinction has earned them a place in Pakistan’s golden history as the
nation’s great patriotic journalists,
said Shazada Hayat.  
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